
LABORATORY INFORMATION 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (LIMS)
A complete solution for tracking and managing 
lab testing data—from sample to report 
submission.

UNCOVER INEFFICIENCIES, INCREASE REVENUE

Laboratory staff deal with unknown specifications 

related to tests—often they lack visibility into the 

project details or samples are often dropped off with 

no identification to projects. They must manually enter 

data for each test performed, and often have minimal 

knowledge of what needs to be tested in the future.

MetaField® LIMS provides a chain-of-custody process, 

starting as soon as samples are collected in the field 

and tracking throughout its lifecycle. Lab professionals 

can analyze, schedule, and perform tests, and report 

test results. Work queues allow lab supervisors to 

manage workloads and ensure all tests are completed 

on time and include the required specifications. 

Samples are accounted for every step of the way to: 

1. Foster collaboration between field and lab 

technicians 

2. Ensure accurate analysis and reporting

3. Maintain consistency and compliance

LAB OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE

With MetaField, you can run an organized, efficient 

lab operation. With real-time visibility to tests via work 

queues and the ability to run multiple tests concurrently, 

the lab team can be organized and efficient. They 

also have access to a pre-defined library of material 

specifications, configurable lab test forms, bulk entry 

and pre-populated data capabilities, and data archiving 

to make data entry and reporting easier and with the 

right details.

MetaField LIMS includes a quality review workflow 

process for quality assurance that data is entered 

correctly and alert project managers of issues 

immediately following a completed test. Data needs 

to be entered only once and can be accessed and 

updated as needed.

On average, 12 hours per week per 

lab staff is wasted on identifying 

tests and specifications.*

*Source:  Agile Frameworks customer data.

MetaField offers the only fully 

integrated field and lab management 

software solution in the industry.
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INTEGRATED LIMS SOFTWARE FOR A STREAMLINED, 
COLLABORATIVE WORKFLOW

MetaField provides lab technicians, managers, and project 

engineers with an overview of the entire project scope so 

they can easily track and monitor field samples. Whether it’s 

readings from nuclear density gauges and sensors or physical 

samples, such as concrete, soil, asphalt, or others, MetaField 

ensures samples are accounted for and that key information is 

accessible to project stakeholders.

“METAFIELD HELPS US BE MORE EFFICIENT. HAVING 

SO MANY OFFICES, WE NEEDED TO CONSOLIDATE 

THE WAY WE DO THINGS.”  

– Scott Vinsant, Geotechnical and CMT Services, ATC 
Group Services

 » Sample Log:  Lab technicians and lab managers 

know exactly what samples are checked into the 

lab, and they can verify the project they belong to 

and ensure all samples are accounted for.

 » Testing Que:  An intuitive queueing interface 

enables lab technicians to know exactly what tests 

to perform and when.

 » Verify Completion:  Lab technicians and lab 

managers can confidently verify the status for  

each test.

 » Fast Delivery: Test results are posted in the system 

for review by the project manager or project 

engineer, and test reports are quickly and easily 

shared with stakeholders as needed.
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